
Pilamaya Soma Ethical Statement and Code  
 
 
The vision of Pilamaya is simple. It sees the day 
when human beings recognise themselves as 
integral to each other and the Earth. It considers 
the human race as one thing; though it recognises 
that rich diversity that we have in our cultures, our 
appearances and our journeys as a developing 

race, it sees beyond colours, genders or sexual orientation. Pilamaya sees 
through many of the distortions that keep us focussed on the symptoms of the 
societal disease. Instead, it goes to the heart of the issue, separation and abuse of 
power.  It feels that humanity has been misguided and in essence, living under a 
spell for centuries. Pilamaya is part of a global undertaking of consciousness that 
seeks to support the breaking of such a spell so that our people can be free.  
 
Pilamaya was born in the centre of a medicine wheel in a First Nation Lakota 
Sundance Ceremony. For years, it was hidden away under the guise of yoga and 
meditation because its current guardian (Shaura Hall) was afraid to appropriate 
that culture, given that the First Nation people have suffered immensely at the 
hands of the Europeans. In time, it became clear that Pilamaya wanted to be 
exactly what it is, and it began to reshape itself into what it is now. At the same 
time, the traditional East Indian people began to comprehend that some of their 
sacred cultures have been used to gain money and power. And so, we feel that it 
is necessary to openly recognise that British colonialism has also adversely 
affected the generations of many peoples.  
 
Pilamaya has always driven its guardian to confront herself and encounter the 
divine through diverse practices. She shares whatever is needed in the Pilamaya 
groups; at some point, it became clear that all of her offerings are Pilamaya. As 
such, Pilamaya shares practices that human beings have found to be useful for 
the development of consciousness on Earth. It shares without appropriating or 
claiming ownership of anything. Pilamaya invites students and graduates to 
share in the same way.  
 
Pilamaya welcomes diversity into the field. It requires that we actively do the 
inner and outer work to bring awareness, to the insidious explicit and implicit 
separatism that currently exists in the field of human consciousness.  
 
Pilamaya does not offer specific bursary places to people of diversity because 
this separates the person from the ‘ordinary place’ in the field. We honour the 
ordinary place as being held in the divine order of life. We also feel that creating 
strategies to bring diversity into the field, deals with the symptoms of a deeper 
global issue rather than address the cause. However, Pilamaya has always been 
receptive to payment plans, opened bursaries and made trade deals to support 
those who wish to enter the field.   
 
The basic framework for bursaries and trades are as follows:  
 



Bursary places will only open up when each course has reached a financial 
threshold that meets the cost of the course, including necessary payment for the 
course tutors. It will take each case on a person-by-person basis; to include those 
doing voluntary work in the helping field and those who are genuinely on a low 
income.  
 
Trade places may become available to those who could not attend Pilamaya 
otherwise. As a general rule, participants must have attended a different course 
with Shaura Hall as a full paying participant. The parties must have an agreement 
in writing, supplied by Pilamaya; such document states that the trade time is 
equal to the teaching time, and that the student has the right to revert to 
monetary exchange should their circumstances change. The student journey 
must be separate from the training hours. As such, transactions must happen 
either before or after the course.  
 
Code of Ethics 
 

1. Pilamaya expects that those who enter its field are pro-active in areas that 
cultivate equality for all beings.  

 
2. Pilamaya asserts that we will strive not to make assumptions about 

another’s experience, and that we continue to develop empathy.  
 

3. Pilamaya requires us to do the inner work that is necessary to see 
through the veils that separate our people.  

 
4. Pilamaya insists that we hold safe spaces for transformation to occur, 

including sitting without judgement if students or clients present with 
alternative views to ours.  If the shadow is arriving in the field, it is 
somewhere in us.  

 
5. Pilamaya is expected that we will have the support of a circle, mentor, 

supervisor or therapist, if we regularly hold therapeutic or deeply 
transformative spaces.  

 
6. Pilamaya askes that we continue to explore ourselves, through training 

and development, as we take our offerings into the world.   
 

7. Pilamaya wishes for to do what is necessary to be authentic heart-way 
leaders.   


